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ABSTRACT 
 

The meanings of material culture and material objects have been studied in the academic work of 

Daniel Miller, Anat Hecht, Paul Smith, and others. These ideas are relevant and applicable to current 

artistic practice and also to the teaching of object-making in the Jewellery and Small Objects 

Department, Queensland College of Art, Griffith University. The objectives of this research are to 

investigate the inherited domestic object, and to consider its essential nature and how this 

influences the potential use and disuse of the object. The investigation is based around personal 

experience of family possessions, and the meanings ascribed to material objects as they were passed 

on to subsequent generations of family members. 

 

The research considers issues of mutability, where inherited objects may be modified within a 

cultural context to incorporate new values without loss of heritability. Design outcomes based on 

this research are used to inform my studio production of domestic objects of inheritable quality and 

value, and may be understood in the context of a personal maker’s guide.  

 

The findings of this research are expressed in a collection of made work that incorporates the quality 

of inheritability in a series of silver objects and adornments, as well as heritable objects to which a 

precious metal component has been added to ascribe and to underline value. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Objects arise from the bedrock of the societies and cultures to which their makers belong, no 
matter how high they soar beyond them. Their uses are embedded in their landscapes of livelihood, 
themselves forged in their mother lodes of social traditions and contemporary structures of power, 

of cultural heritages and current meanings. The artefacts that people use are inevitably 
manifestations of their culture and social structure. 

—Cariadne Margaret Mackenzie1 
 

This exegesis considers inherited domestic objects, family souvenirs, and collected items 

that may be used or modified to incorporate new values. It argues that the nature of these 

domestic objects and related items is a product of the cultural context of their time, shaped 

by the political, economic, and environmental balance of the society in which they were 

made, used, and valued. These objects may represent the particular craft skills, techniques, 

and material availability of their time of production, as seen in the sterling silver, ivory, and 

mother-of-pearl baby teething ring, hallmarked Sheffield, England 1922 (Figure 1). The 

process of inheriting a domestic object takes an object from its original cultural context into 

a new one, prompted by a generational shift. This can alter the purpose and use of the 

inherited object. It can also change how it is valued, and this is influenced by the cultural 

distance between the present and the time when the object was made. Other factors that 

influence the value are related to continuity of ownership within a family, and the 

perceptions of values held by individuals within a family.   

 

This research considers how an inherited domestic object can have one or more of a range 

of values, now and in the past. These values may include the object’s quality of 

workmanship; its aesthetic value; its social value; its practical use value; its cash value; its 

sentimental value; and, not least of all, its inheritable value. In particular, inherited domestic 

objects carry memories of social tradition and family structure, providing a cultural 

continuity between generations and these values are continually re-assessed by each 

generation. Values may include functional effectiveness; trust in a known technology; 

recognised cultural messages; and familiarity with an object’s reliability. 

 

                                                                 
1 Quoted in Paul J. Smith, “Handmade by Design,” in Objects for Use: Handmade by Design, ed. Paul J. Smith 
and Akiko Busch (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2001), 21.  
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Inherited domestic objects may be used as material things to define ourselves, and as an 

inanimate surrogate to express ideas and emotions. They inform the methodology of this 

project, which combines an analysis of collected and inherited objects with the results of a 

series of questions that I asked my siblings in the aftermath of the dispersal of a lifetime’s 

collection of objects from our parents’ house. No artwork is made in isolation, and the 

objects that surround me continue to inform my work, particularly that made in the last 

seven years since the death of my father. Unintentionally, this research, which began with 

my father’s death, has been completed in the aftermath of my mother’s death. 

 

Susan Stewart discusses ideas of the tangible souvenir or object bearing the burden of a 

nostalgic experience or memory, keeping alive that which is distant and intangible.2 This 

idea is at the crux of collecting and inheritance and I have considered the place of the object 

within societal and family structures in the course of this research. In this exegesis, I will 

examine the domestic object and its place and significance in society, how the object helps 

us to construct a sense of home and belonging, and how such objects are a pervasive part of 

family history and experiences. I will consider inherited objects, and how these are used or 

not used within a family context and why they are maintained and kept despite their 

apparent lack of functional use for those who own them. I will consider artists such as David 

Clarke, Barbara Heath, Tuomas Markunpoika Tolvanen, and those involved in programs such 

as the Radical Jewelry Makeover, and the approach taken to re-thinking, re-making, and re-

imagining existing objects, particularly jewellery. The aim of my studio work arising out of 

this research, which will be referred to throughout, has been to make pieces that 

incorporate the re-use of pattern and form, and to make meaningful and precious items 

with materials that may have been overlooked or discarded. 

 

 

  

                                                                 
2 Susan Stewart, On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection (Durham 
and London: Duke University Press, 1993), 133–35. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE DOMESTIC OBJECT 

 

2.1 Objects in Society 

In our society, it is impossible for us to live in isolation from objects. They are all around us, 

filling our homes, shops, art galleries, museums, and refuse sites. Objects may bring us 

pleasure, enable us to complete tasks, or simply remind us of an experience, place, or 

person. In this sense, many objects may be seen to be a type of souvenir or memento. 

Whether intended or not, we are all collectors of domestic objects. The ‘collection’ may 

range from the humble few items necessary to feed ourselves to a large body of objects, 

inherited or collected. Domestic objects can become the ballast that keeps us in one place; 

part of the glue in our everyday lives. 

 

Objects can define us. The media expounds ‘lifestyle’ as a state to be desired and acquired 

with money and possessions. With this idea comes the need to provide ourselves with 

contemporary furniture, cars and homes; however, in their real life, people will overlay this 

image with objects they have collected and inherited such as furniture, decorative objects , 

and jewellery. 

 

2.2 Using Objects to Make a Home 

Anat Hecht discusses what makes a home, and how ‘things’ 

are a collection of appropriated materials, invested with meaning and 
memory, a material testament of who we are, where we have been, and 

perhaps even where we are heading. They are what transform our house into 
our home, a private cosmos that houses the memories of bygone times, as 

well as our hopes for what is yet to come. They bind our past with our 
present and our possible futures, thereby framing and directing our sense of 

self.3  
 

People enjoy displaying objects in their homes and on their bodies. It helps them define who 

they are, and what they like, what is of importance to them, as well as where they come 

from. Inherited objects will often have an emotional meaning or thread, and with that 

comes an association with a personal cultural record, placing the owner within the 

parameters of a family structure. 
                                                                 
3 Anat Hecht, “Home Sweet Home: Tangible Memories of an Uprooted Childhood ,” in Home Possessions: 
Material Culture behind Closed Doors, ed. Daniel Miller (Oxford: Berg, 2001), 123. 
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2.3 Objects in a Family Context 

In The Comfort of Things, Daniel Miller explores the idea that people, objects, and 

relationships are intertwined: 

  

Material objects are viewed as an integral and inseparable aspect of all 

relationships. People exist for us in and through their material presence. An 
advantage of this unusual perspective is that sometimes these apparently 

mute forms can be made to speak more easily and eloquently to the nature 
of relationship than can those with persons.4 

 

The very fact that a choice has been made to keep certain items within the family structure 

is usually a result of strong familial relationships. For example, a favourite spoon or teacup 

can be a reminder of a happy experience with a parent or grandparent, with all the stories 

that surround this.  

 

Inheriting objects keeps a thread between a time and place one might remember, or that 

which members of one’s family remember, and is meaningful to them. Objects can also be 

markers of meaningful occasions. This pertains not only to significant or ceremonial 

occasions, but also to the knowledge of a story behind a cherished item that adds to its 

value as an inherited object. An object that has been passed down through generations in a 

family, and thus embodies signs of times past, becomes a family portrait—a memorial in 

solid form—of other lives, whether good, bad or indifferent. The object offers a tangible link 

to other experiences. As Tina Lee notes in “Ghosts, Irony and Souvenirs”, treasures from the 

past are evidence of childhood or previous experiences.5 Objects are retained to help keep 

alive an oral history of a particular person or for the history, stories, and craftsmanship that 

they evidence. 

                                                                 
4 Daniel Miller, The Comfort of Things (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2008), 286–87. 
5 Tina Lee, “Ghosts, Irony and Souvenirs: The Collection of All  Things Ceramic ,” Craft Australia (website), 20 
September 2010, viewed 17 March 2011, 
http://www.craftaustralia.org.au/library/review.php?id=ghosts_irony_souvenirs. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE INHERITED DOMESTIC OBJECT 

 

3.1 Cultural Influences 

Prior to the late-nineteenth century, many domestic objects were not seen as having a 

limited life. They were likely to be cared for and repaired when required, as making new 

goods took more effort and cost more than repairing old ones. Repairs were often quite 

laboured and obvious to the eye. One example is the use of metal staples used to repair old 

china, as shown in Figure 2. This careful repair may be perceived to have added to the 

history of the item.  

 

These notions of the inherent value of an item despite, or even because of, repair are also 

prevalent in Japanese culture, where the practice of Kintsugi (‘golden joinery’), or 

Kintsukuroi  (‘golden repair’), is the art of repairing broken pottery with lacquer dusted or 

mixed with powdered gold, silver, or platinum. This treatment embraces breakage and 

repair as part of the history of an object, rather than something to disguise, as shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

The retention of old things has been a central ritual in human societies  for reasons beyond 

the merely monetary. Items were kept because they were valued usefully and emotionally. 

In Western traditions, objects serve memory by stimulating recollections of people and 

events, thus furnishing recollection. We may fill our homes with objects that belong to the 

present and to definable parts of our past and our history. In our present material culture, 

we are far more inclined than previous societies to discard an object when it wears out or 

becomes obsolete because we invest it with no emotion. Merely useful objects will 

disappear more completely than meaningful or pleas ing objects. Planned or perceived 

obsolescence diminishes the preciousness of domestic objects and enhances perceptions of 

social and environmental value in those inherited domestic objects that were made when 

durability and reparability were embedded values. 

 

3.2 The Idea of Sharing 

Inherited objects also carry with them their own aesthetic and meaning as they are passed 

through the hands of the maker and owners, with intended and unintended marks of 
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making and subsequent use. This research explores how inherited objects are retained and 

passed down within families, not for their usefulness but instead for the history, stories , and 

skill inherent in these objects. 

 

The longevity of an association between an object and a person imbues things with meaning. 

However, it is also possible in our society to bypass this relationship; for example, buying an 

antique item enables the possession of something old without the history and associations 

that it carries. Inheritors of domestic objects may be seen merely to be their guardians—the 

objects are only temporarily theirs. Once the objects are in their possession, these people 

are free to use, alter, or dispose of them.  

 

A purely ornamental object of great value, such as jewellery, may be pulled apart, the metal 

melted down, and the stones sold during times of need when necessity overcomes 

sentimentality. In the same way, the value of the material can be responsible for the demise 

of the precious metal object, as it is portable and easily converted into a source of cash by 

either selling the item or melting it down. In this case, the embodiment of cultural meaning 

and history of the inherited object ceases to exist. 

 

In many ways, jewellery is the archetypal domestic object. While it has no inherent use 

(beyond the chatelaine, memento mori, or perhaps an indicator of status), it can be a useful 

way of holding on to wealth, and is often used as a signifier of occasions. However, just like 

other domestic objects, jewellery may be worn, or kept in a box or a safe, and is victim to 

the vagaries of fashion and economics, as well as the years of use where the item might 

become worn away and, ultimately, being unwearable.  

 

3.3 Case Study #1: Radical Jewelry Makeover 

An event that informed my research was the Radical Jewelry Makeover (RJM), a travelling 

educational program, which took place in the Jewellery and Small Objects Studio, 

Queensland College of Art (QCA), Griffith University, in July 2010. It encouraged people to 

search their own jewellery collections and to donate unwanted items to the project, so that 

jewellers could give a new life to existing neglected and underutilised objects.  
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This program was developed by Ethical Metalsmiths, which is an international community 

jewellery mining and recycling collective. The aims of the RJM, which was designed and 

developed by Christina Miller and Susie Ganch, are to 

 

raise awareness of the connection between mining, metalsmithing, activism, 

collaboration and art. It involves volunteer ‘miners’, ‘smelters’, ‘refiners’, 
jewellers, and metalsmiths working together to create a new and transparent 

supply chain. The project is both performance and event, linking recycling, 
reuse, and collaborative work sessions with the creation of unique, innovative, 

handmade jewellery, concluding with an exhibition and reception.6 
 

Ethical Metalsmiths has organised makeovers in new locations, both in the United States 

and Australia, every year since 2007. 

 

Some of the comments from the people who ‘mined’ their homes and collections and 

donated work to the Brisbane RJM project are revealing in what they hope to see happen to 

their jewellery, as well as the stories of the pieces themselves (See Appendix 1). While many 

people donate work that is meaningful to them, they are also happy to see the work live on 

in another context or form, and with another owner. The story of the item and the 

circumstance of the decision to donate are also important elements in the process for some 

or the donors.  

 

Many of the people who donated material objects to the Brisbane occasion were keen to 

view and also to purchase the ‘new’ work containing their donations. There was a sense that 

this was the beginning of a new life for old work, not one of wistfulness or sadness that may 

be associated with the loss of something. This is not a new idea, but rather formalises and 

makes an event of something that has always occurred: the remaking and re-purposing of 

jewellery. All jewellers engage in this to some degree. Likewise, Western industrialised 

nations in particular are now more broadly adopting or simply rediscovering old ways of re-

using and recycling objects that fell into dis-use as economies grew and consumer culture 

became entrenched.  

 

                                                                 
6 “RJM Onl ine Exhibitions and About.” Ethical Metalsmiths (website), http://www.ethicalmetalsmiths.org/projects/rjm-
onl ine-exhibitions-and-about/. 

 

http://www.ethicalmetalsmiths.org/projects/rjm-online-exhibitions-and-about/
http://www.ethicalmetalsmiths.org/projects/rjm-online-exhibitions-and-about/
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Reflecting on my experience in participating in the RJM at QCA as both a staff member and 

as a student during the first few months of my candidature, I remember particularly the 

immense positive energy and engagement between those involved and the donations to be 

reworked, which resulted in a very strong and tangible feeling of community in the studio. 

The work produced during the project was exhibited with great success at the subsequent 

exhibition at artisan (Figures 4–8).7 

  

There is a growing shift in the thinking and awareness of the concept of local living 

economies. Communities seek to regain their means of production by drawing upon older 

values from a time before globalised mass production and planned obsolescence of made 

objects. For example, in Amsterdam, and at over thirty other locations in the Netherlands, 

Repair Cafes have sprung up where neighbours can pool their skills and labour for a few 

hours a month, offering a service to repair items such as clothing and household appliances. 

These cafes not only assist in reducing landfill, but also bring together the community and 

allow people to use skills that are being lost, as well as fostering a sense of the importance 

of stewardship, renewal, and reuse. 

 

These cafes have now spread all over the world, and as of the end of 2014, numbered in 

excess of seven hundred.8 Remaking, remodelling, repairing, and transforming jewellery and 

objects are all aspects of this movement, which respects and cares for existing objects. In 

the creation of a number of my works for this research, I have re-used and re-purposed 

existing items, both entire objects (in the Strange Things collection, Figures 9–18) and the 

shape and pattern of other items that suggest a new life or application, such as the silver 

vessel in Figure 19. In this vessel I have not only used an existing glass bottle part, but have 

also reformed and remade a sterling silver beaker that existed in a different form that I had 

made for an exhibition fifteen years ago. 

 

  

                                                                 
7 The Radical Jewellery Makeover exhibition was held at artisan, Fortitude Valley, from 30 July to 28 August 
2010.  
8 See the Repair Café official website, http://repaircafe.org/. 

http://repaircafe.org/
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CHAPTER 4: THE MEANING OF THE INHERITED OBJECT 

 

The inherited object is an object with a personal connection. In their different publications, 

Anat Hecht and Daniel Miller do not draw a distinction between the types of enduring 

objects, implying that mundane things such as the bowl and spoon may be timeless objects 

in the same way that items of personal adornment may be.9 These are objects that can 

create and maintain a connection or thread with both our past and our future. 

 

According to Hecht, each of these items carries its own cultural messages and connections  

and binds people’s past with their present and possible futures, framing and directing 

people’s sense of self.10 

 

Each generation adopts and adapts cultural influences and social structures, which may be 

different from that of the previous generation from which material objects were inherited. 

As Mackenzie highlights, people may stop using particular items because they are associated 

with discontinued cultural practices.11 Such material objects include toast racks, coffee pots, 

fruit knives, cream jugs, and castor sugar spoons with perforated bowls that were especially 

designed for sprinkling sugar on cut fruit. Domestic examples are shown in Figure 20. 

 

4.1 Ritual and Memory 

Jewellery and personal objects, as well as more utilitarian pieces such as tableware 

(including cutlery, tea pots, and milk jugs), are domestic objects that form the basis of 

ordinary rituals in a home and in wider society. These may also be the subject of museum 

collections such as those I have visited at the Victoria and Albert (V&A) Museum and Soane 

Museum in London, UK; the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford, UK; and the Powerhouse 

Museum in Sydney, NSW. In his article “Museum as Memory Bank”, the UK’s National 

Portrait Gallery director Charles Saumarez Smith writes: 

The museums which have the greatest grip on the popular imagination are 
not those which are most modern and systematic, but often those which are 
more disorderly and individual, like Sir John Soane’s Museum in Lincoln’s Inn 

                                                                 
9 Hecht, “Home Sweet Home,”  
10 Hecht, “Home Sweet Home.”  
11 Mackenzie quoted in Smith, “Handmade by Design,” 21. 
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Fields, or the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford. The experience of these places is 

not of history, ordered and systematic, but of memory, provocative and 
strange.12 

 

This idea is evocative of the personal collection of things gathered over a lifetime, which is 

what the Sir John Soane Museum responds to and seeks to achieve. It touches on something 

that people identify with and respond to, causing them to reflect on their own objects and 

memories. The objects in these museums are not collected or necessarily displayed in an 

orderly manner, but rather they tumble over one another, merging and blending into a 

tangible entity. Conversely, the sheer size of the collection at the V&A Museum in South 

Kensington in London dictates an orderly and systematic nature. This is a huge repository of 

art and design, with the Metalwork collection alone containing over 45,000 examples of 

decorative metalwork, silver, and jewellery ranging in date from the Bronze Age to the 

present day. It is intriguing and attractive in its presentation. 

 

Research by Paul Smith and Daniel Miller indicates that the attraction of the material 

objects in the V&A and Soane Museums to the present-day generation lies in the way that 

these objects are perceived as manifestations of earlier cultures and social structures . They 

seem to speak easily and eloquently of the relationships that earlier generations had with 

their material culture.13  

 

4.2 Use and Status 

Domestic objects are accessible and familiar, and such items as kitchen utensils are valued 

for their usefulness, service, craftsmanship, fitness for purpose, and ingenuity. Silverware, in 

particular, asserts a social status in its weight and design as well as the tradition of 

hallmarking and occasionally monogramming to display ownership. 

 

4.3 Weight of Possessions 

The weight of possessions may be nothing more than the things that keep a person 

anchored. One can choose to let them go, which may bring a type of freedom. A person may 

sell or give away all they possess, perhaps because of a desire to relinquish ownership. In 

                                                                 
12 Charles Saumarez Smith, “Museum as Memory Bank,” Prospect Magazine, July 1988, 7. 
13 Smith, “Handmade by Design,” in Objects for Use; Daniel Miller, Stuff (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2010). 
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old age, a person’s move into a nursing home may be accompanied by an undisguised relief 

at the shedding of the burden of possessions that once seemed to be of the utmost 

importance. The burden of caring for these objects ceases to be a responsibility. Possessions 

may weigh people down in more ways than one. Objects can remind us of a place or an 

experience that has been left behind. Objects can suggest other worlds, remembered but 

not with affection. 

 

4.4 Memory and Story Associations 

The evolution of a useful to a useless object will happen when the object may be 

superseded by another object that can perform the same function more readily and 

efficiently, or perhaps the ‘function’ itself is no longer undertaken or deemed necessary. In 

this case, the object, if well-made or attractive or of a valuable material, may remain within 

the household; at times, it may be hidden, while at other times on display. It may be seen as 

a curio or a conversation piece that connects the owner and viewer to a time when things 

were done differently. Retention of old things beyond their fiscal value occurs as items 

become surrogates for people, in that the object may be the only thing remaining that 

provides a link to someone deceased. 

 

Amanda Vickery describes the process of a woman overseeing the making of her own 

mourning jewellery:  

It was perhaps with one eye on being remembered herself that Elizabeth 
Shackleton set about creating a new heirloom, making extensive enquiries, 

five years before she died, for a craftsman “who could do me an extreme 
neat landscape in [my own] hair for my bracelet”. She also had a bracelet 
made up of hair from the heads of her three sons “so as to show all the hair 
distinctly”.14  

 

This aspect of meaning is also described by jeweller Marian Hosking, who writes in Places 

and Spaces: 

Jewellery has the capacity to be overlain with other readings and sentiments 

to those intended by the maker. It becomes a personal artefact, its intention 
and reading is transferred to the owner; giver and receiver, each may imbue 

the work with other significance to the intent of its making. Jewellery is 
frequently bought and given as a gift, each time it changes hands another 

                                                                 
14 Amanda Vickery, “Women and the World of Goods: A Lancashire Consumer and Her Possessions, 1751–81,” 
in Consumption and the World of Goods, ed. John Brewer and Roy Porter (London: Routledge, 1993), 287. 
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story may be added. Allowing space in the work for the viewer or wearer to 

place their personal interpretation and memories on the work, jewellery both 
reflects and monitors society.15 

 

Material culture is central to dealing with loss and change, as forgotten memories can be 

recalled through the act of seeing and handling an object. As Miller says, objects are able to 

legitimise memories and reminiscences.16 Household artefacts create a world of meaning 

and transmit history beyond the verbal or the written. 

 

An object can play the same role as a photograph. It is able to stimulate memories and 

transport us to another time and place, with the memories of events and people made more 

real and tangible. Unlike a photograph, however, an object can be held and explored in both 

a visual and tactile manner. For example, my brother received a silver napkin ring as a 

christening gift. I only ever remember seeing it covered in small indentations, caused by 

brother’s teeth during childhood. On clearing out the family home, my brother was not 

interested in keeping the ring despite the story enmeshed in it. He perceived it as flawed, 

and as such it held no value or interest for him. This was despite the numerous occasions 

that my mother told the story (with a delicious horror) of the ring being bitten evenly all 

around to my siblings and me. 

 

The sheer volume of ‘collectible’ objects and jewellery that fill auction houses and antique 

emporia would testify that, in many cases, links with the past and stories may be lost. It 

seems that, many times, practicality outweighs sentimentality, and with it the powerful 

emblem of identity that can invoke memory and emotion. Jewellery, in particular, fulfils the 

criteria of items of this nature, such as my mother’s wedding ring. The gold has been so 

rubbed away by her other rings and longevity of wear that the ring is now worn thin 

although its identity as a wedding ring remains and is strengthened by the associations. Her 

ring was placed on her finger by my father on their wedding day in 1952 and only removed 

after her death in 2014. 

  

                                                                 
15 Marian Hosking, “Places and Spaces,” in On Location: Making Stories: Siting, Citing, Sighting (Pyrmont, NSW: 
Jewellery and Metalsmiths Group of Australia, 2007), 66. 
16 Miller, Comfort of Things.  
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CHAPTER 5: ASCRIBING VALUE TO THE DOMESTIC OBJECT  

 

As Mackenzie notes, objects arise from the bedrock of the societies and cultures from which 

their makers belong, and carry the social traditions, cultural heritages , and meanings of the 

people who use them.17 The act of ascribing value to a domestic object is specific to the 

particular society and culture within which the object is used. This research is structured 

around the assessment of the qualities and values of inherited domestic objects within the 

understood social framework of my immediate family. This provides a point of reference for 

understanding the values of material objects related to the qualities of inheritability, 

functionality, mutability, and memory that our present society and culture value. 

 

5.1 Ascribing Potential Value to Objects 

When we keep objects that are of no practical use, there are clearly other values at play. 

Objects may be retained for a variety of reasons, both social and physical. We may keep 

them for what they convey to us about their history, their stories, and their workmanship. 

They may be rare, or include elements such as ivory or bone, tortoise shell or mother of 

pearl, which are no longer used. We can persistently attempt to put objects back into use, 

perhaps fulfilling a desire to once again enjoy the object, to appreciate its workmanship and 

to continue to use something that is well made and has endured. 

 

Pragmatic, humorous, and ironic factors also drive the question of whether we reinvent 

them, use them, or store them. Often, we invent new uses for objects. Previously used 

copper night-soil buckets may house umbrellas, as shown in Figure 21, while coffee pots 

may become vases. These objects are not adapted to a new use; rather, a use is found for 

them in their present state. 

 

Objects can stimulate nostalgia for the ‘better’ times that have passed, but they can also tell 

a story of family and circumstance. Inherited domestic objects may become part of a 

cultural record, or become an emotional connection to family. One’s personality can define the 

amount of objects they collect. One person may collect nothing, another may hoard. Practicalities 

will also affect our ownership of objects, such as our dwelling size, how often we move house, or our 

                                                                 
17 Quoted in Smith, “Handmade by Design, 21.”  
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economic circumstances. Society encompasses a wide range of fluctuating fortunes, from those 

collectors who link their social and financial status to the collection of rare and exquisite objects to 

those whose changing social and economic circumstances cause them to sell their inheritance. 

 

5.2 Case Study #1: Assessing Personal Value 

As part of this research, in 2012, I put a questionnaire to my siblings in the wake of the 

disposal of our parents’ assets. The results provided a practical aid to assessing the qualities 

and values of inherited domestic objects within the understood social framework of my 

immediate family. The questionnaire and responses are attached in Appendix 2. 

 

The responses initiated a re-assessment of assumptions about how my family unit values 

the objects it collectively owns and the importance placed on these objects. For some 

siblings, the fact that they had tangible memories of the object within the family context 

meant that they wanted to preserve the object, while, for others, the mere fact of our 

parents’ ownership of the object meant it must be saved.  

 

Each of the five children of the family made a claim to inherit objects of their choice.  

It was interesting and intriguing to view the different responses to this situation, and to 

observe how my siblings and I assessed and proceeded with our choices. Time was a 

constraint, as only one of us still lives in the city where our parents’ house was located, and 

we needed to complete the task within a few days. In 2015 it is now six years since we 

undertook the task of dividing up a lifetime’s collection of the objects. We are able to enjoy 

the items we decided to keep, both within our own homes, and when visiting one another.  

 

5.3 Ascribed Personal Value 

While by its nature this poll was very small, it gives some indication about how we as a 

family view inherited objects. We share an enjoyment in the objects, a sense of connection 

to the past owners (the extended family in this case), and a chance to put into use various 

items that had been consigned to the back of the cupboard by our mother. Clearly, we had 

all given some thought to the things that surrounded us when we lived at home and the 

stories connected with the objects. Interestingly, the strongest feelings of sentiment, pride, 

and connection were felt by the sibling whose object was chosen for them. The objects 
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represent both past and future for my family, as a way of maintaining and collecting 

memories, and passing them on to future generations. 
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CHAPTER 6: CANON OF RELEVANT CONTEMPORARY MAKERS 

 

In considering the work of other contemporary makers, this research has focused on the 

ideas that domestic objects can make playful references to functionality but may, in fact, 

have no functional use, and that objects can have designed preciousness through the use of 

materials and form to link them into a chain of inheritances. The research particularly 

focuses on the issue of value, looking at the qualities of a domestic object and how it might 

convey inheritable value as well as values that continue to yield inheritable value when the 

practical use of the object ceases.  

 

In the canon of contemporary work by jewellery and small object makers, several artists 

have worked with inherited objects to produce new domestic objects that retain the quality 

of memory and inheritability. I will briefly discuss them below. 

 

6.1 Case Study #2: Tuomas Markunpoika Tolvanen 

In 2012, a Finnish designer based in the Netherlands, Tuomas Markunpoika Tolvanen, 

produced a body of work entitled Engineering Temporality relating to the unravelling of his 

grandmother’s mind as a result of Alzheimer’s disease. In his practice, Tolvanen seeks to 

increase the fragility of certain objects, thereby making them “more precious and beautiful 

by their virtue of expressing the transience of life and our temporal nature” .18 He aims to 

preserve memories by transferring them to physical objects. To achieve this in Engineering 

Temporality (Figures 22–25), he chose tubular steel used in the manufacture of furniture 

and sliced it and welded it over existing items of furniture, so that a frame or casing was 

created. This allowed the physical space of the existing object to be captured. Fire was then 

used to destroy the original object, the idea being that a catastrophic event such as this 

forges a metaphysical bond between object and memory. Tolvanen’s work speaks of a 

desire to capture memory and stories in the same way that I seek to do with items of 

jewellery, such as the brooches Shadows of a Former Life (Figure 26), 6 Spoons (Figure 27) 

and my collection of Strange Things (Figure 18). 

                                                                 
18 Tuomas Markunpoika Tolvanen, “Engineering Temporality,” 
http://markunpoika.com/engineeringtemporality/.  
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6.2 Case Study #3: David Clarke 

David Clarke is a British silversmith who reappropriates the decorative and functional in 

ordinary objects, such as spoons (Figure 28) and tea sets. He purchases silver tableware on 

eBay, particularly the pieces that appear un-loved and for which no-one bids, and 

dismembers them, alters, and re-joins them. He seeks to give them a second chance to be 

appreciated, freed from their former life. 

 

The work remains in a raw, seemingly unfinished, state, with all the marks of cutting and 

joining quite visible. This can be a challenge to the viewer, as the expectation is often to see 

highly polished and well finished work. There is humour in his work, as evidenced in his 

titling of the work Knobs and Knockers (Figure 29). He states “we try and make everything 

very profound nowadays but there is a space for playing and laughing. I like my work to 

have different levels of reading and I want it to be accessible and communicative.”19 In the 

process of un-making and re-making, Clarke plays with the notions of function and use, as 

evidenced by Knobs and Knockers. These items may continue to be used, find a new use, or 

become un-usable and obsolete. I have been pursuing these ideas within my body of work, 

looking for the overlooked or broken items within my personal and extended household 

collection and have incorporated these pieces within new work, such as the works in Figures 

19, 30 and 38. My collection of Strange Things (Figure 18) also seeks to make accessible to 

the enquiring mind a collection of odd bits and pieces, transformed to form wall ornaments 

that would otherwise be consigned to a drawer. 

 

6.3 Case Study #4: Marian Hosking 

Melbourne-based Marian Hosking works in a way that records in a new form and makes 

solid and tangible the ephemeral in nature and the built environment. She creates objects 

that have preciousness and will potentially become part of the chain of inheritances. While 

Hosking’s vessels recall recurring patterns of Mughal India  (Figure 31) and are exclusively 

drilled, her vocabulary of techniques in other works includes casting from impressions she 

                                                                 
19 David Clarke, quoted by Isabelle Busnel, “Silver or Not Silver by David Clarke,” ThinkingThroughThings (blog), 
25 March 2013, http://thinkingthroughthings.blogspot.com.au/2013/03/silver -or-not-silver-by-david-

clarke.html. 
 
 

http://thinkingthroughthings.blogspot.com.au/2013/03/silver-or-not-silver-by-david-clarke.html
http://thinkingthroughthings.blogspot.com.au/2013/03/silver-or-not-silver-by-david-clarke.html
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has made of surfaces, drilling, and saw-piercing. She translates specific elements of the 

natural world into metal, creating jewellery and objects  (Figure 32).  

 

In her work with impressions of landscape (Figure 33), Hosking invokes an ‘otherness’ in her 

jewellery pieces, a reference to location and the natural world; using a similar methodology, 

I intend to investigate and reference patterns and shapes of items from another time or 

usage convention. 

 

While Hosking makes solid aspects of the natural environment, I have been utilising a similar 

method to one she employs whereby I am able to make an impression of the surface of an 

object and use the result to convey history. In the same way, this method allows these 

objects to have life beyond the original object, and they have the potential to be dispersed 

to a much wider audience.  

 

6.4 Case Study #5: Barbara Heath  

Barbara Heath, a Brisbane-based jeweller, specialises in creating new work in collaboration 

with clients, using objects and symbolism meaningful to them. Often, this entails 

incorporating old gemstones and component pieces of old jewellery, as generations of 

jewellers have traditionally done. The work shown in Figure 34 is a commissioned piece 

where Heath formed a ‘memory ball’ for her client after all the gemstones were removed 

from the client’s collection of jewellery so the remaining metal could be reformed into an 

object.  

 

This tradition is also behind the idea for the Radical Jewelry Makeover and its collective 

approach to re-using jewellery and objects. However, I am approaching the creation of new 

work through retaining the integrity of the inherited object by adopting and borrowing 

elements from inherited objects and adapting them for new uses. 
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CHAPTER 7: STUDIO FOCUS ON THE INHERITED DOMESTIC OBJECT 

 

7.1 Body of Work 

This research is concerned with the inherited domestic object as it relates to my 

professional work as a jewellery and small objects practitioner. At this scale, these objects 

encompass jewellery and personal objects, more utilitarian pieces such as tableware 

(including cutlery, bowls, and vessels), as well as the extraneous ephemera found within a 

home. 

 

7.2 Current Practice 

I have always been interested in making domestic objects, and a large part of my practice 

has been concerned with the functional object. For this research, my body of work 

comprises vessels and cutlery in various forms, including knives and a variety of spoons, as 

well as jewellery items (Figures 35–44). The idea of the ritual and tradition of various styles 

of flatware has always interested me, and is an ongoing theme in my work. 

 

7.3 Studio Methodology 

My studio methodology begins with an examination of (primarily) objects that I have 

inherited from various family members. I am interested in the idea of “poetic field walking”, 

a term used to describe archaeological remains by Peter Ackroyd in his book Thames: Sacred 

River.20 This notion that the traces of the past are there for those who have the eyes to see 

is an idea that pertains to my research. I assess these objects for the quality of surface 

decoration and shape, and how I might adapt these patterns into new forms. 

 

Surface texture and pattern, and the wear and tear or story reflected in the surface of a 

work, have always been important to me. I explore surface texture and pattern using a 

similar method to the one Hosking employs whereby I am able to make an impression of the 

surface of an object and use the result to convey history. Using a similar methodology, I 

have been investigating and referencing patterns and shapes of items from another time or 

usage convention, discovering those that successfully translate to new objects. 

 

                                                                 
20 Peter Ackroyd, Thames: Sacred River (London: Chatto & Windus, 2007), 15. 
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In this research, I have been focused on making heirlooms for future use, and, in re-making 

or re-forming these, I have considered items that will be passed from one generation to the 

next, not items that may be part of a collection. Heirlooms are often associated with 

emotion and memory, but I want to avoid creating heirloom jewellery as it can easily 

become sentimental. Instead, I re-make, in contemporary form, the elements of past 

cultural and social structures to create new inheritable objects for future generations. I have 

been adapting or adopting forms and decoration that have a personal meaning. I do this by 

recording the patterns and decoration using materials, such as Silpression (a 2 part silicone) 

or Sculpey (a modelling clay), to take an impression into which warm sheet wax is pressed. 

This is then cast in sterling silver, and then worked and adapted into new forms. 

I am making objects that people will respond to emotionally, attempting to do this by using 

elements of work that already exist in some form and subscribing to the idea that the form 

of domestic objects, such as cups, beakers, and bowls, is in essence unchanging, but that the 

style and decoration changes to reflect the time and place of their manufacture. 

 

Work that I have completed for my research project also re-tells the story of inherited 

objects, using contemporary workmanship and materials to create inheritable objects in 

their own right. This method allows these objects to have life beyond the original object, 

and they are dispersed to a much wider audience as a further generation of inherited 

objects.  

 

Alain de Botton says: 

How different everything is for the craftsman who transforms a part of the 
world with his own hands, who can see his work emanating from his being 
and can step back at the end of the day or lifetime and point to an object—
whether a square of canvas, a chair or a clay jug—and see it as a stable 
repository of his skills and an accurate record of his years, and hence feel 
collected together in one place, rather than strung out across projects which 
long ago evaporated into nothing one could hold or see.21 

 

While de Botton is referring to the act of making, of being a craftsman, this idea of the 

satisfaction of making is inherent in my practice, and the ability to re-use, adopt, borrow, 

and re-invent aspects of inherited objects from my tangible past creates an important focus. 

                                                                 
21 Alain de Botton, The Pleasures and Sorrows of Work (London: Hamish Hamilton, 2009), 182. 
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Seemingly unrelated objects and partially made work sit on my bench in my studio, often for 

some time, before the disparate elements suggest a solution. I have recycled previously 

completed works, using my own scrap metal to cast item patterns, as well as make sheet 

and wire in sterling silver. I have revisited and explored more fully forms I have applied to 

my work in the past. 

 

My studio practice therefore has sought to create a body of work that anchors me in my 

history, acting to create a connection or thread with both past and future that at the same 

time becomes part of my family’s cultural record.  
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CHAPTER 8: DIRECTIONS AND OUTCOMES 

 

The question of the functionality and meaning of a number of objects that form part of my 

household collection is an interest that has developed over the course of my research. Many 

of the items lack a known or obvious use, and rely on the oral recollections of members of 

my family. I have begun assembling these items—the inherited, the souvenir, and the 

collected—and attempting to make sense of the disparate nature of these pieces. Clearly, 

the value of the material is only part of the value of the object. In the catalogue that 

accompanied the 1993 UK-based exhibition 20th Century Silver, curator Helen Clifford 

writes: “There is a perpetual interplay between the value of the raw material and the 

craftsmanship involved in the making.” 22 

 

The to the act of inheriting and keeping objects suggests either a desire to hold on to 

objects despite economic hardship, upheaval, migration, etc., or a certain economic comfort 

level. Certainly, the inheritance of objects that have a significant material value could be 

seen to be a phenomenon of the middle classes. In The Comfort of Things, Miller discusses 

the need to keep control over the accumulation of things and to have a pragmatic approach 

that allows you to understand the spectrum of value and values that pertain to things.  

…people sediment possessions, lay them down as foundations, material walls 
mortared with memory, strong supports that come into their own when 
times are difficult and the people who laid them down face difficulties and 
loss.23  

 

The nature of these objects, both strange and beautiful, useful and ornamental, that I have 

inherited and collected, is that alone they are quite static; in my studio, I am adding to their 

meaning and value by presenting them in a museological manner. 

 

I believe it is the combination of the actions of the unseen and unknown craftsman, and 

now myself, that creates pleasing and enduring objects that hold not only a sense of the 

maker, but that also help keep us connected to our history by creating a thread with the 

past and future.  

                                                                 
22 Helen Clifford and Crafts Council (Great Britain), 20th Century Silver (London: Crafts Council, 1993), 8. 
23 Miller, Comfort of Things, 91. 
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A hand-made object imbued with these qualities may appear to carry more of a story and 

history than a mass-produced item. However, the mass-produced from one time and place 

can become meaningful and relevant as it collects stories over its life, and, by its very 

longevity, becomes rarer. Objects that I have worked with that I would include in this 

category are the 1972 5 Dong coin from Vietnam (Figure 13), the RSL tin hat, a fund-raising 

souvenir from World War 2 (Figure 14) and the Emperor Hirohito tin whistle also from 

World War 2 (Figure 9).  

 

Things take on their own meanings that are invested by different generations. When 

inheriting objects, there is the question of personal taste as well as invested emotional 

connection. By seeking to create objects that are of interest, my aim is to project their use 

and enjoyment beyond one generation. 

 

The process by which I am doing this is by using motifs that have recurred in my work over 

the last twenty-five years, as well as applying other textural silver components. Again, this 

method gives the objects, some of which are quite mysterious and opaque in their origins, a 

new life and a wider audience by translating or transporting them from being merely a 

curiosity, in a box or drawer, into something that may be worn or dis played to invite a 

conversation. Adding to these objects is a contemplative action that allows me time to 

consider the origins and history of these pieces. I am very careful not to undertake any work 

on these items that cannot be undone, thus enabling them to return to their ‘natural’ state 

at some point. 

 

This work has developed alongside my investigations into other objects, such as bowls and 

utensils. These objects allow us to not only be firmly anchored in our history, but also act to 

create a connection or thread with both past and future through the association with 

people and place. In this manner, these objects become part of our cultural record in 

addition to an emotional connection. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION 

 

Inheriting objects keeps a thread between the time and place, memory and meaning. 

Objects can be markers of occasions, and knowing the story behind a cherished item can 

add to its value as an inherited object. Throughout this research, I have considered what it is 

that is the deeply human experience of inheritance. It is something that most people, to 

some degree, must confront at some point during their lifetime. Through my understanding 

of the qualities of inherited objects and their relevance to our lives and culture, I  have given 

my family’s inherited objects a life beyond their designed life, and a meaning and relevance 

through the transmission of knowledge for future generations of my family. 

 

In my research and object making, I have investigated the inherited domestic object, with a 

particular focus on its essential nature and how this influences the potential use and disuse 

of the object. My body of work for this research has been concerned with re-working 

inherited objects and related items into new forms that retain their inheritable qualities. 

There is an essential quality of memory associated with inherited domestic objects, and 

using both contemporary and traditional techniques to capture this,  

 

Like an alchemist, I am trans-mutating values and qualities across time and my body of work 

demonstrates how an old value can be made new. These new and existing works are based 

on personal experience of family possessions, and the meanings ascribed to inherited 

material objects. Handling and investigating these objects has allowed me to reflect on 

various aspects of the objects and the new contexts in which they find themselves  as well as 

the subjective nature of the collection of the objects. This research is on-going and will 

continue to inform my practice and professional life.
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APPENDIX 1: IMAGES 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Teething ring, sterling silver, ivory, and mother-of-pearl baby teething ring, hallmarked Sheffield 1922. 
Photographer: Catherine Large. 
 

 

 
 
 
Figure 2 Repaired Tea Cup, 19th century, possibly French. Photographer: Catherine Large. 
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Figure 3 Tea Bowl repaired using the Kintsugi method. Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kintsugi. 

 

 
 

Figure 4  Radical Jewellery Makeover exhibition Invitation, artisan, 30 July–28 August 2010. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kintsugi
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Figure 5 Catherine Large Brooch 2010, repurposed badge, hell money, gold plated pins, dyed shell (unseen-at back), 

pearls and recycled sterling silver. Exhibited in Radical Jewellery Makeover exhibition. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 6 Catherine Large Ring 2010, dyed coral and repurposed sterling silver bangle, recycled sterling silver. Exhibited 
in Radical Jewellery Makeover exhibition. 
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Figure 7 Catherine Large Earrings 2010, plastic buttons (green: centre of ring below), recycled sterling silver. Exhibited in 
Radical Jewellery Makeover exhibition. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 8 Catherine Large Ring 2010, recycled sterling silver, repurposed sterling silver brooch and bangle, recycled fine 

and sterling silver. Exhibited in Radical Jewellery Makeover exhibition. 
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Figure 9 Catherine Large Strange Things 1 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
Left to Right 

1. Impression of a sugar spoon and part of a metal adornment, possibly from clothing or a belt. 

2. Maple Leaf Picture Hook that belonged to my husband’s grandfather who fought in the Canadian Army in 
WW1. 

3. Silver container with snake emblem, origin and use unknown, possibly medical. Inherited from my great-aunt 
in 1986. 

4. Emporer Hirohito tin whistle from WW2. Belonged to my husband’s grandmother. 

5. Cast-iron architectural ornament, Brisbane. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 10 Catherine Large Strange Things 2 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall 

Left to Right 
1. Metal pulley. 
2. Metal washer from canvas tent, possibly 1940s, found in Anzac Park, Toowong, Brisbane, 2014. 

3. Bronze grommet. 
4. Lead sinker from a collection belonging to my husband. Possibly found on Peel Island, Moreton Bay, ca. 1993. 
5. Old copper washer. 
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Figure 11 Catherine Large Strange Things 3 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall 
Left to Right 

1. Fanta lid (Cyrillic text), from a bottle purchased in Moscow, 1989. 
2. Moscow souvenir badge depicting St Basil’s Church (Cyrillic text), purchased in Moscow, 1989 . 
3. Tin Lid that reads “PIERCE HERE THEN LEVER OPEN”.  

4. Red plastic 1950s button, gift from a friend, 1980s. 
5. ‘Nifty’ sterling silver shirt stud, inherited from my father-in-law. 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Catherine Large Strange Things 4 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
Left to Right 

1. Moonstone Bead with gold findings from my mothers’ jewellery box. Origin unknown, came into my 
possession 2009 

2. My hair, circa 1988, with lorikeet feather from my Sydney garden, re-purposed from another art work 
3. ‘Thank you Robert Baines’- precision exercise, made during the 1st year of my undergraduate degree, 1983. 

Nickel silver cube intersected with a brass rod. 
4. Tumbled Glass ring from a bottle, purchased in Camberwell Market in Melbourne, 1980s 
5. Prized red blood-reel marble from the 1920s inherited by my husband from his Mother’s marble bag collection 
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Figure 13 Catherine Large Strange Things 5 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
Left to Right 

1. ‘Moscow Great City’ souvenir badge (Cyrillic text), purchased in Moscow, 1989. 

2. Vietnamese 5 Dong Coin dated 1971. Inherited from my Father in 2008, who brought it back from Vietnam 
after his last tour as a Team Leader of Volunteer Medical Specialists (Surgical Teams) in Bien Hoa, Vietnam , 
1972. 

3. Yugoslavian 20 Dinar coin, collected as change in Yugoslavia, 1990. 
4. Half-penny coin (date indecipherable) from Anzac Park, Toowong. 

5. Indian silver 2 Paisa coin, dated 1891, embellished with decorated edge and with signs that it was possibly 
used as one of a pair of cufflinks, collected in India in 1983. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 14 Catherine Large Strange Things 6 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
Left to Right 

1. Bronze ornament collected from the ground in Paris in Pere Lachaise Cimetière, circa 1990. 
2. Floriate Bronze ornament collected from the ground in Paris in Pere Lachaise Cimetière, circa 1990. 
3. Bullet, collected from Anzac Cove, Gallipoli.  
4. Exploded bullet shell from a Match Rifle shot by my uncle at a target in Woomera in 1993. 
5. Tin Hat Appeal RSL Fund raiser, from my husband’s grandmother. 
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Figure 15 Catherine Large Strange Things 7 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
Left to Right 

1. Stainless steel tip of a vein stripper, inherited from my father on his retirement from his surgical practice. 
2. Part of bottle, found at a bottle dump Dunolly, Victoria. 
3. Ruskin pottery brooch, made from glaze sample, with broken clasp. Inherited from my great-aunt, 1987. 

4. Earring from Israel. Gift from my oldest friend, 1982. 
5. ‘Nifty’ pointed sterling silver shirt stud, inherited from my father-in-law. 

 

 
 

Figure 16 Catherine Large Strange Things 8 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
Left to Right 

1. Comrades of the Great War, numbered badge. Belonged to my husband’s grandfather. 
2. Bullet Shell, 1940s. Anzac Park, Toowong. 

3. Neillo butterfly cufflink. Found in my husband’s grandmother’s effects. 
4. Burmese 25 Pyas coin, 1963.  
5. Glass Bead from Ancient Thira (Santorini, Greece). Collected 1989. 
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Figure 17 Catherine Large Strange Things 9 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 

Left to right 
1. Pottery shard collected during travels in Asia. 
2. Keyhole plate, Brisbane. 
3. Plumb-bob, origin unknown, found in our garden in Auchenflower. 
4. Iron horse bit, Simpson’s Falls, Brisbane. 
5. ‘Sunbeam’ broad tooth shearing comb, found on the bank of the Coolaburragundy River at Coolah, NSW, 2014. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18 Catherine Large Strange Things Collection 2013-2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
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Figure 19 Catherine Large Vessel 2015, sterling silver, pure silver, re-purposed glass bottle neck. Photographer: Michelle 
Bowden/Visuall. 
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Figure 20 Collection of domestic objects no longer in use. Clockwise from top: coffee pot, cake slicer and fruit knife, salt 

cellar and ointment jar. Photographer: Catherine Large. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 21 Copper night soil bucket used as an umbrella stand. Photographer: Catherine Large.  
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Figure 22 Tuomas Tolvanen (Process image of) Engineering Temporality 2012. Source 
http://designaddicts.com.au/platform/2012/08/21/reflecting-life-fragile-and-aging/?lang=it. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 23 Tuomas Tolvanen Engineering Temporality 2012. Source: http://markunpoika.com/engineeringtemporality/. 
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Figure 24Tuomas Tolvanen (Process image of) Engineering Temporality 2012 Source: http://design-

milk.com/engineering-temporality-by-tuomas-markunpoika-tolvanen/. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 25 Tuomas Tolvanen (Process image of) Engineering Temporality 2012. Source: 
http://markunpoika.com/engineeringtemporality/. 

  
 
 

http://design-milk.com/engineering-temporality-by-tuomas-markunpoika-tolvanen/
http://design-milk.com/engineering-temporality-by-tuomas-markunpoika-tolvanen/
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Figure 26 Catherine Large Shadows of a Former Life 2011, three sterling silver brooches. Photographer: Michelle  

Bowden/Visuall. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 27 Catherine Large 6 Spoons 2015, sterling silver. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
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Figure 28 David Clarke More or Less Collection 2009. Source: https://misterclarke.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/david-
clarke-more-or-less-collection-sml.jpg. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 29 David Clarke Knobs and Knockers 2010 Source: https://misterclarke.wordpress.com/tag/silver/. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://misterclarke.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/david-clarke-more-or-less-collection-sml.jpg
https://misterclarke.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/david-clarke-more-or-less-collection-sml.jpg
https://misterclarke.wordpress.com/tag/silver/
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Figure 30 Catherine Large Parts of a Whole (bowl and stand) 2015, sterling silver, pure silver, re-purposed glass bottle lip. 
Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
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Figure 31 Marian Hosking India Vessels 2007 925 silver, heat blackened L: 15 x 9cm; R: 13 x 10.5 x 6.5cm. 
 Photographer: Julian Hutchens. Source: http://luminaries.jmgansw.org.au/artists/marian-hosking.html. 

 

 
 

Figure 32 Marian Hosking Celery Top Pine Brooch 2005, 925 silver, heat coloured. Source: Marian Hosking: Jewellery. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 33 Marian Hosking Tall Tree Project 2006 sterling silver. Source: www.kitezh.com. 

 

 
 
 
 

http://luminaries.jmgansw.org.au/artists/marian-hosking.html
mailto:Marian
http://www.kitezh.com/
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Figure 34 Barbara Heath Untitled commissioned object 2000. Source: 

http://viewersite.wordpress.com/2000/08/17/commissioned-object-%C2%A9-barbara-heath/. 
  

 

 
 
 

Figure 35 Catherine Large Family Archaeology: Conversations with a Salt Cellar (brooch) 2011, sterling silver, vitreous 
enamel. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 

http://viewersite.wordpress.com/2000/08/17/commissioned-object-%C2%A9-barbara-heath/
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Figure 36 Catherine Large Two Rings 2011 sterling silver. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/ Visuall. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 37 Catherine Large Shall We Eat? 2013 sterling silver knives with re-used Sheffield steel dinner and fruit knife 
blades. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
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Figure 38 Catherine Large Images of My Mother 2013 sterling silver brooch with 18ct gold and vitreous enamel. 
Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 39 Catherine Large Small Portrait of Domestic Life (pendant) 2014, sterling silver, mother-of-pearl button, waxed 

linen thread. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
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Figure 40 Catherine Large Time Passing (pendant) 2014, sterling silver, mother-of-pearl fan piece, waxed linen thread. 

Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 41 Catherine Large Shirty Pendant 2015, re-purposed 9ct gold shirt stud, linen impressed sterling silver, waxed 
linen thread. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
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Figure 42 Catherine Large Bowl and Stand 2015, sterling silver, pure silver, re-purposed glass vase base. Photographer: 
Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
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Figure 43 Catherine Large If the Shoe Fits (pendant) 2015, re-purposed sterling silver shoe horn handle (hallmarked 
Birmingham 1907), bronze grave ornament, 18 carat gold, waxed linen thread. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 

 

 
 

Figure 44 Catherine Large 3 Pendants 2015. Photographer: Michelle Bowden/Visuall. 
Left to right 
Spiral Pendant re-purposed steel button, sterling silver, fine silver, red beading silk  

Shirty II Pendant re-purposed mother of pearl shirt stud, sterling silver, red beading silk  
Pendulum Pendant sterling silver, mild steel, black beading silk   
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APPENDIX 2: Radical Jewelry Makeover Donators’ Comments 

 
Responses to “Tell us why you decided to donate”: 
 
The silver charms are from a charm bracelet bought for me in primary school by my classmates as a 
going away present. I lost the bracelet at university before I could put these on.  The copper and blue 
stone is a dress ring from my grandmother. All of her precious rings were stolen.  
 
Some pieces are important because I chose them to suit my style, or my budget, or to remind me of 
somewhere. Some are important because they were given to me by people who are important to 
me, even if they aren’t my style. How can you throw that away?   
 
With the R.J.M. project, I can part with these items knowing that they are not being discarded, but 
revived into something that will become important to someone new, or maybe even me again! 
 
All of this costume jewellery belonged to my (late) mother. [My mother] loved clothes. She loved to 
dress up and would always ask either my father or me before stepping out, “do I look neat and 
presentable?” From her childhood years through to her early twenties, [her] Danish grandmother 
and her aunt would sew her clothes. And while Mary’s taste in jewellery was always ‘plain and 
simple’, as she got older a little costume jewellery would be added to complete certain outfits. Some 
of the objects in this small collect [sic] also belonged to her mother. 
 
I’m not a hoarder in the least, but would rather find a good home for things I no longer want or need 
instead of tossing them in a landfill. When I got the email about the Radical Jewelry Makeover, I was 
in the process of purging the house in preparation of a move from New York to Brisbane. The better 
of my pieces had already found homes with friends (sorry), but I packed you a little bag in hopes you 
could put the rest to good use. 
 
I have an aesthetic + ethic that loves recycling/reusing. A combination of politics + stinginess, but I 
think the world is at a moment where reusing stuff needs to be seen as ‘sexy’.  
 
My husband gives me earrings which I love, but am terrible at losing one, so this is a great way not to 
have to throw out something ‘precious’. 
 
This belongs to my grandmother. I am donating this on behalf of her. She says it comes from a very 
dear aunt, but she’s only worn it once as it is not her style. She likes the idea  of the makeover and 
asked me to hand it in. 
 
There are pieces from my husband’s great aunt, who escaped from Singapore as the Japanese 
invasion was underway. She escaped only with the jewellery she was wearing—the long strand of 
fake pearls—the genuine pearls were in the safe. 
 
My first pair of pearl earrings—I’ve had them for nearly forty years. 
 
The little mosaic brooch given by my long ago mother, a dream catcher earring by my long ago 
husband. 
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The long slender sterling silver brooch was a hair pin from Mongolia—old—the enamel ruined when 
given to a jeweller to put a catch on. The crystal necklace—clear and amethyst—from my days as an 
antique dealer.  Pair of trade bead earrings, white black and green—African. The big sterling silver 
hoop earrings from a zany time—my signature piece as President of Cooroy Butter Factory arts 
Centre. Blue enamel earring to celebrate moving to Noosa sixteen years ago. 
 
The jewellery I am donating was passed down to me from my mother after her death and I feel 
these pieces deserve the chance to be reborn. 
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APPENDIX 3: Family Questionnaire and Responses 
 
The questionnaire is as follows: 

1. Do you have a favourite domestic object or objects? 
2. Did you choose this object? 
3. Why did you choose this object? 
4. Have you changed your mind about your choice? 
5. Do you feel sentimental towards the object? 
6. Are you interested in the history of the object? 
7. Did the material value of the object influence your choice? 
8. Were you influenced by the possibility that if you didn’t retain the item, it would be 

discarded or given to strangers/charity? 
9. Would you consider selling or altering the object if a change in circumstances suggested 

this? 
10. Do you have a practical use for the object, or wear the object? 
11. Have you changed the use of the object from its original purpose? If so, in what way? 
12. Do you enjoy using or wearing the object? 
13. Do you feel a connection with the previous owner when you use or wear the object?  
14. Does possession of the object help to alleviate any feelings of grief or loss that are 

associated with the inheritance of the object? 
 

A summary of the responses is: 
 

1. All respondents have a favourite item; 
2. Some items were chosen, and others were a gift or willed to the respondent; 
3. Items were chosen because of what they reminded the respondent of, because the item 

added to a particular collection, or because of a chain of inheritance (e.g. The item 
traditionally went to the first- born son in the family) and an interest in the family history as 
a method of maintaining connections; 

4. All respondents are happy with their choices; the respondent whose item was willed to them 
stated that they “loved it”; 

5. The respondents variously felt sentimental and protective; 
6. The respondents were variously interested, not interested, and more interested in the 

people that owned the object than the object itself. One felt that the ‘collection’ of objects 
together creates knowledge of and for the family; 

7. None of the respondents was interested in the material value of the object; they feel like 
caretakers of the object, or chose it because they like it;  

8. The respondents variously felt no pressure to retain the item in case it would otherwise be 
discarded, except one who mentions things being “rescued from peril in the nick of time”; 

9. One reflected that this may have been distressing to have to sell an item, three would never 
consider selling the item, and two felt that circumstances may dictate this; 

10. Yes, each respondent uses the item each day in some manner; 
11. None of the respondents have changed the use of the item. One notes that they will remain 

as they are, in a type of conservation system; 
12. Yes, all enjoy the item; 
13. All respondents feel a connection with the previous owner/s, and one respondent feels this 

is part of unravelling the past; 
14. The respondents felt that there was a connection, that it engendered feelings of nostalgia 

and comfort, that there were positive feelings and memories, and laughter. One respondent 
felt the object had no power to alleviate any feelings of loss and grief. 24 

                                                                 
24 See Sibling 3 response 
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Questionnaire 
Daniel Miller, in The Comfort of Things, 2008, writes: 
“Material objects are viewed as an integral and inseparable aspect of all relationships. People 

exist for us in and through their material presence. An advantage of this unusual perspective is 

that sometimes these apparently mute forms can be made to speak more easily and eloquently to 

the nature of relationship than can those with persons.”   

For the purpose of answering these questions, please consider material/domestic objects to include 
jewellery, silverware, cutlery, crockery-in fact any item that is found in a household. 
 
Sibling 1 responses  
1. Do you have a favourite inherited domestic object or objects? 

Yes. The Grandfather clock. 
2. Did you choose this object or was it chosen for you?  

It was chosen for me. 
3. Why did you choose this object? 

Like I said...it was chosen for me...see question 2! 
Facetiousness aside, it belonged to my grandfather, who passed it on to my father who always 
said it would go to the first born son—me. 

4. Have you changed your mind about your choice? 
It’s not my choice...Aaargh! 
But I love it! 

5. Do you feel sentimental towards the object? 
Sentimental and very protective. 

6. Are you interested in the history of the object? 
Yes. Have researched its age and who made it. Have also discovered little insights about the 
clock that were not known by my father. 

7. Did the material value of the object influence your choice? 
For the umpteenth time, this is not my choice. The value is not important. I am the caretaker 
who will pass it on to a member of my family who will then hopefully take care of it.  

8. Were you influenced by the possibility that if you didn’t retain the item, it would be discarded or 
given to strangers/charity? 
The clock had too much value, sentimentally and financially, to be discarded. My role is to 
continue looking after it. 

9. Would you consider selling or altering the object if a change in circumstances suggested this?  
Never! 

10. Do you have a practical use for the object, or wear the object? 
Yes...pride of place in our formal lounge. 

11. Have you changed the use of the object from its original purpose? If so, in what way? 
No...it is still a clock. 

Do you enjoy using or wearing the object? 
It is working perfectly. 

12. Do you feel a connection with the previous owner when you use or wear the object? 
Yes...every time I wind it, adjust it, clean it, look at it... 

13. Does possession of the object help to alleviate any feelings of grief or loss that are associated 
with the inheritance of the object? 
I suppose it is nice to have this connection with my father and also his father. 
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Sibling 2 responses  
1. Do you have a favourite inherited domestic object or objects?  

A few favourites, but no single preferred item. But for the purposes of the questionnaire, I 
have one in mind. 

2. Did you choose this object or was it chosen for you? 
My choice. 

3. Why did you choose this object? 
Because it's partly hand-made by one person for another person, and thus reminds me of 
them both. 

4. Have you changed your mind about your choice? 
No. 

5. Do you feel sentimental towards the object? 
I have a strong liking for this object, and yes, feel somewhat sentimental.  

6. Are you interested in the history of the object? 
Not particularly. 

7. Did the material value of the object influence your choice? 
Partly, perhaps because it has zero monetary value! So I have it uniquely because I like it.  

8. Were you influenced by the possibility that if you didn’t retain the item, it would be  
discarded or given to strangers/charity? 
Not at all. 

9. Would you consider selling or altering the object if a change in circumstances suggested this? 
Possibly. 

10. Do you have a practical use for the object, or wear the object?  
Yes, it's totally practical, used every day. 

11. Have you changed the use of the object from its original purpose? If so, in what way? 
No, it's used in much the same way. 

12. Do you enjoy using or wearing the object? 
Yes, because it reminds me so strongly of these two people. 

13. Do you feel a connection with the previous owner when you use or wear the object?  
Yes, probably. 

14. Does possession of the object help to alleviate any feelings of grief or loss that are associated   
with the inheritance of the object? 
Yes, it's vaguely comforting and nostalgic. 

 
Sibling 3 responses  

1. Do you have a favourite inherited domestic object or objects? 
Wall clock. 

2. Did you choose this object or was it chosen for you?  
My choice. 

3. Why did you choose this object? 
I like antique clocks. 

4. Have you changed your mind about your choice? 
No. 

5. Do you feel sentimental towards the object? 
Not particularly. 

6. Are you interested in the history of the object? 
Yes. 

7. Did the material value of the object influence your choice? 
No. 
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8. Were you influenced by the possibility that if you didn’t retain the item, it would be 
discarded or given to strangers/charity? 
No. 

9. Would you consider selling or altering the object if a change in circumstances suggested 
this? 
No. 

10. Do you have a practical use for the object, or wear the object? 
Yes, it tells the time! 

11. Have you changed the use of the object from its original purpose? If so, in what way? 
No. 

12. Do you enjoy using or wearing the object? 
Yes. 

13. Do you feel a connection with the previous owner when you use or wear the object?  
Yes, I think of Mum purchasing it in England. 

14. Does possession of the object help to alleviate any feelings of grief or loss that are 
associated with the inheritance of the object? 
No. 
 

 
Sibling 4 responses  
1. Do you have a favourite inherited domestic object or objects? 

Walnut Buffet, Silver Plated Berry spoons, China doll. 
2. Did you choose this object or was it chosen for you?  

Chosen for me—wedding present and inheritance . 
3. Why did you choose this object? 

N/A 
4. Have you changed your mind about your choice? 

N/A 
5. Do you feel sentimental towards the object? 

Yes, I see the Buffet about twenty times a day and have fond memories of the many dinners 
hosted by my mother-in-law over thirty years…. 

6. Are you interested in the history of the object? 
Not so much—just that they belonged to someone I cared about, and this triggers memories.  

7. Did the material value of the object influence your choice? 
No. 

8. Were you influenced by the possibility that if you didn’t retain the item, it would be discarded or 
given to strangers/charity? 
Well, at the time, that was not an influence; however, now that I have it in my house, thinking 
that it could have gone to strangers or charity is a bit distressing. I hope my children will love 
them as much when they are passed down. 

9. Would you consider selling or altering the object if a change in circumstances suggested this? 
It would have to be devastating financial circumstances before they would be sold.  

10. Do you have a practical use for the object, or wear the object? 
Yes it holds other items of silver which we have inherited. I use the spoons at Xmas and other 
important family gatherings.  

11. Have you changed the use of the object from its original purpose? If so, in what way? 
No. 

12. Do you enjoy using or wearing the object? 
Yes. 

13. Do you feel a connection with the previous owner when you use or wear the object?  
Yes. 
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14. Does possession of the object help to alleviate any feelings of grief or loss that are associated 
with the inheritance of the object? 
Yes. It always brings positive feelings and fond memories. 
 

 


